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Right now, Omi was furious, and this short man was without a doubt a person
with a special hobby.

This short man was a Body Tempering Ninth Stage.

A ninth stage of Body Refining, Omi could easily spike it.

With lightning speed, Omi slapped the strongest move in the Winter Palm, ‘End
of Winter and Spring’, up at once.

“Be careful.”That captain on the other side was the first to shout.

But, it was too late, Omi’s move was issued, the air around him instantly lowered,
a solemn aura formed in from Omi was the palm of his hand, Omi’s palm was like
a blower, the invisible aura of solemnity fiercely shot towards that short person,
the next moment, almost instantly, an almost transparent ice blade, straight into
that short person’s skull.

“Ah.”That dwarf eventually let out an ah, and then his body fell straight down, in
a state of death, he probably never thought that he would be just a tired little kid,
but it turned out to be a strong man who wanted him dead.

“Cheap Monkey.”After that short man fell to his death, his teammates shouted.

At this moment, Tang Huan was holding onto Omi’s arm tightly.

“Brother, what to do.”Tang Huan knew that his brother alone had to deal with a
group of them, and four of them were at the Enlightenment stage, which was a
huge difference.It wasn’t just the difference of a few steps, it was the difference
between the Refining Stage and the Enlightenment Stage, a difference that
would never be won without an absolutely powerful magic weapon, for example,
a talisman that could immobilize the Enlightenment Stage, or a secret method
bestowed by a more powerful person that could deal with the Enlightenment
Stage.Even if Omi practiced the Flame Palm, the Winter Palm, and the Heavenly
Thunder Fist to great success, but where so what, because all the martial skills
hidden by the outer disciples were the lowest level martial skills, only suitable
for the Body Refining Stage.

“Die.”That captain shouted. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Omi was busy, “Sister, run.”



“What about you.”

“You’re standing beside me, I still have to distract myself to protect you.”

Tang Huan listened, she was sad inside, she couldn’t help Omi, and had become a
burden to Omi when she truly met her life and death enemies.

Tang Huan wasn’t sentimental, knowing that she was indeed a burden, she
immediately had to run first.

“You guys go after Tang Huan, I’ll deal with him.”The other party, a man from the
first stage of Enlightenment, said.

The five men who dealt with the eighth and ninth stages of Body Tempering
chased after Omi, and the remaining surrounded Omi.

Omi simply didn’t have the extra strength to protect Tang Huan at the moment,
everything could only be up to her.

The man who had just offered to deal with Omi, the Open Light Stage 1 man, his
hands instantly flipped out a green toad, a live one, the man bit his finger, a drop
of blood dripped onto the green toad, and suddenly, the green toad’s body
swelled.

“Roar.”The toad swelled into a huge creature with a height of over ten meters.

One of the people on the other side shouted, “Yun Jun, use your secret method
and slice this kid up so that your toad can eat him.”

“That’s for sure, I want to avenge the cheap monkey.”The man who was called
Yun Jun, the first stage of Enlightenment, said through gritted teeth.

Omi looked at the huge toad, his heart filled with caution.
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p; Omi didn’t know that this was a secret method, being able to cultivate a secret
method meant that this person had some connections, at least his family
shouldn’t be bad.Because secret methods were not passed down to the outside
world, those disciples of the Flying Cloud Sect who went beyond the Body
Tempering Stage, if their family did not have a secret method to pass down, then
they could only choose the martial skills provided by the Flying Cloud Sect
Collection, only they would be stronger than the martial skills of the outer
disciples, and secret methods were not provided by the Flying Cloud Sect, unless
they had some kind of relationship or received some major rewards from the
Flying Cloud Sect, the Flying Cloud Sect would only provide secret methods.

This person called Yun Jun, he was the only one in their team who possessed a
secret method, even their captain didn’t have a secret method, and could only
honestly practice the martial skills hidden by the Flying Cloud Sect, so although



this Yun Jun was only in the first stage of Enlightenment, he was in the second
position in the team, and even their captain didn’t dare to give too much face.

Right now, Yun Jun was in such a hurry to deal with Omi, perhaps on the other
hand, he also wanted to show off his secret techniques.

As expected, the group of people who had surrounded Omi were now very
envious when they saw that Yun Jun was using his secret method, and were
shouting for him to toad and eat Omi.

“Roar.”The toad let out a huge roar.

Yun Jun stood to the side, the ten fingers of his left and right hands pressed
together, and his mouth chanted.

“Shoo.”At that moment, the toad’s mouth opened, and from his mouth instantly
shot out a fiery red shadow that was so fast that there was no way to prevent
it.In fact, Omi had anticipated this move, but he had underestimated the toad.

Before Omi could make a move, it was as if his body was tied by a bundle of ropes,
a force pulled, and Omi was already in the toad’s belly when he went black.

“Haha, I thought it was so powerful, but it was eaten by Yun Jun’s toad in one
go.”Several people were busy exclaiming.

Yun Jun was a little proud, although that cheap monkey was killed by Omi, but
everyone was just a team, it wasn’t like they were real life and death brothers,
when the cheap monkey died, everyone was just angry, it hadn’t reached the
point of being heartbroken.

Right now, Omi was in the toad’s belly, Omi felt as if there was a mysterious
power binding him, and most importantly, Omi’s body was emitting a light blue
light, Omi’s flesh was gradually being stripped from his body and then absorbed
by that toad, this feeling was as if Omi was gradually being refined.

“Ah.”Omi was horrified, he was being refined by the toad.

It seemed that once he was trapped by the secret method, it would be difficult to
get out again, he would be refined and become the toad’s nutrition, enhancing
the strength of this toad and also making Yun Jun’s secret method stronger.

However, Omi wasn’t an ordinary person.

Omi possessed Immortal Qi in his body, and although Immortal Qi would have to
rely on Omi’s strength to work, it was, after all, Immortal Qi, how could a mere
toad swallow Omi.

Omi suddenly wrapped his entire body with his Immortal Qi, and finally, Omi no
longer lost his aura.



However, Omi was still bound by a mysterious force, unable to move, as if he was
in outer space, or a vacuum of space.

“What should we do?Am I trapped?”

“Sister doesn’t know what’s going on, just now five Body Tempering Eighth and
Ninth Steps went after her, Sister will definitely not be able to escape.”

Omi was a bit anxious, he didn’t expect that the Open Light Stage was so
powerful and had a secret method.

At this moment, Tang Huan was running like hell.
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